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ABSTRACT 

The main aim of this study is To study the concept of feminism and the biography of the Toni Morrison and 

Mahasweta Devi, to discuss that how fiction can reconstruct existing myths to restore to women the consequence 

that they have been denied so far, to explore how such ‘neutral’ systems like myths, have contributed in 

upholding patriarchies across the world, to analyze the feminism in the novels of the Toni Morrison and 

Mahasweta Devi and to assess the “From Myth to Fiction: Feminist Historiography and (De)mythification” in 

the novels of Both the writers. There are two sorts of sources utilized in this study, specifically the primary 

source and the secondary sources.  Primary source have been collected through the novels and secondary have 

been collected through the magazines, internet etc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Feminism tosses a test on the age-long custom of sex differentiation. It endeavors to investigate and articulates 

a freshly discovered social request to recognize relevant sets out to the genuine issues in the light of generally 

gendered pretending .Woman has consistently been projected as an auxiliary and second rate person. This 

inclination against women can be seen immediately from the main day of creation. It is said that God is 'male' 

and it is said that, God subsequent to making man made lady from the rib of man. As Adam, the principal man 

on the earth comments about Eve. "… … This is presently, bone of my bones and substance of my tissue, she 

will be called lady, since she has removed from man" .It suggests lady is auxiliary to man! Feminism stands a 

financial development, requesting lawful and political rights for women. 

TONI MORRISON 

Toni Morrison, a main African American writer, was brought into the world on 18 February, 1931 in Ohio, U.S. 

Her unique name, as indicated by her introduction to the world authentication, was Chloe Ardelia Wofford, 

which her folks named after her maternal grandma Ardelia Willis. She was the second child of Ramah and 

George. The Wofford's had traveled to Ohio to get away from racial separation and looking for surpass 

conceivable outcomes. In Howard, Toni met and began to look all starry eyed at a youthful engineer, Harold 

Morrison from Jamaica. He was her kindred employee. They got married in 1958 and had Harold Ford, their 

first child, in 1961. Other than this, Toni proceeded with her work and helped her family. Yet, in brief period, 

she discovered her married life was a mistake and from sidestepping that despondency, included herself with 

much work. She likewise joined a little gathering of writers for keeping herself occupied. It was Alpha Kappa 

Alpha, a casual gathering of artists and writers 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Multani, Navleen (2020) the anecdotal works of Mahasweta Devi articulate the quieted and the hushed. Her 

extremist and interventionist account praxis addresses the gender edges (inside those of caste), the reason for 

the gendered inferior and the empowerment of the underestimated. Her endeavor to voice the minimized and 

cause the inferior to talk envisions legislative issues of literature. The veteran writer's principle concern is to 

make things conceivable through her scholarly portrayal. Devi's accounts don't just present the situation of the 

underestimated yet give them spaces for battle and even submit in the request. 

Vidyasagar Sharma (2020) Literature is the wellspring of the Carrefour of different financial variables. 

Literature has the ability to perform resistance and progressive capacities. Literature likewise molded by inferior 

history which started from the school of history. In contemporary Indian literature, subalternity turned into a 

supplanting thought and artistic writers turned their writings towards the smothered voices of society. 

Al-Assadi, Alyaa (2019) Toni Morrison has been considered as quite possibly the most notable black writers 

whose writings generally spin around the job of memory in showing how suppressed and stifled recollections 

can be reflected in the existences of her female protagonists. This study is an endeavor to apply Freud's 

''hypothesis of suppression'' in the analysis of Morrison's Beloved. This study will inspect how the fundamental 

character of Beloved is feeling the squeeze and uses her previous existence to adapt to her current circumstance. 

Rabbani, Golam (2019) Toni Morrison, the African American Nobel laureate author, investigates the real 

factors where African American women face numerous discriminations in her novel Jazz (1992). This article, 

following the subjective strategy on the bibliographic study, looks at the discriminations involving race, class, 

and gender and presents Harlem as a discriminatory space in the novel. Jazz portrays the battles of African 

American women who got comfortable Harlem in the mid 20th century. 

Bollavarapu, Dr and M., Dr. (2018)Mahasweta Devi being a writer second to none composed, worked and 

battled for the underestimated indefatigably for as long as sixty years. The thesis is fundamentally founded on 

her endeavors to be the voice of the inferior. Her composing is disturbing on the grounds that it shows the 

peruser his or her own actual face. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

System of this proposed research will comprise of perusing the published and unpublished works by Toni 

Morrison and Mahasweta Devi. 

Research Strategy 

The creators alluded for purpose of studying profound and seeing admirably gives raised by Toni Morrison and 

Mahasweta Devi, have been enrolled in references.  

EXPERIMENTATION OR DATA COLLECTION 

5.1 SOURCES OF DATA COLLECTION 

This study utilized the library research strategy. The library research technique is applied to locate the 

dependable speculations from the articles or books as the references of this study. There are two sorts of sources 

utilized in this study, specifically the primary source and the secondary sources.  

PRIMARY SOURCE  

The primary source of this study is the novels of Toni Morrison and Mahasweta Devi.  

SECONDARY SOURCE 

The secondary sources are taken from the books, journals, and articles from internet. Those sources are used as 

the references of this study. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

We analyze the myth of sati with regards to Mahasweta Devi's (b.1926) 'Maina sati athobaektialoukikkahini' or 

Maina sati or an extraordinary story. Further we focus on Toni Morrison's (b.1931) Tar Baby to investigate how 

she turns around the well established people myth of the tar baby to portray the battle of an African American 

lady with regards to 20th century United States of America. There are various works. 

MAHASWETA DEVI AND THE MYTH OF ‘SATI’ 

The story spins around a genuine episode – the "self-immolation" of a youthful widow called Roop Kanwar on 

the memorial service fire of her dead spouse. Mahasweta portrays in moment subtleties how and why this myth 

was built and spread across reality.  

The part is separated into three fundamental areas. The main gives a record of the genuine occurrence 

concerning Roop Kanwar accentuating the normal example of widow immolations. Since the tale of 'Maina sati' 

straightforwardly alludes to the immolation of Roop Kanwar, a concise record of this occurrence would help in 

understanding the ground from which Mahasweta's story takes off. It is nonetheless, critical to recollect that this 

episode is, in no way, shape or form, solitary; fairly that of a delegate one. 

In the content Mahasweta has likewise portrayed a few episodes which are, obviously, unessential to the account 

of the Mainas, yet basic to investigate the cycle of mythification. The subsequent part portrays the historical 

backdrop of Dayadharma's family, how Dayadharma's father Shaktidharma really killed his father Kalidharma. 

Fundamentally, after Kalidharma's passing his widow didn't kick the bucket with him, however announced that 

her dead husband, showing up in her fantasy had requested her not to follow the thorough rituals of a Hindu 

widow. 

TONI MORRISON AND THE MYTH OF THE TAR BABY 

This part centers on Toni Morrison's Tar Baby (first distributed in 1981) to investigate how the novel 

demythifies the antiquated tar child myth with regards to 20th century United States. Through this de-

mythification Morrison portrays the job that gender, relocation, race, class, and social dominion play in the 

clearly spontaneous cycle of mythification.To comprehend Morrison's adjusting of the tar child myth, it is 

critical to recall two things. First and foremost, regardless of the treatment the hoodlum got, 'tar child', as a 

snare, won't ever come up short. That is, the cheat is in every case effectively got by setting the snare of tar 

infant. What's more, besides, in contrast to the vast majority of different forms, in the African and African 

American forms, the tar narrows is generally female.  

As per Espinosa (1930a) 35% (9 out of 26 forms) of all African renditions depict tar infant as a female, while 

among all the variants from everywhere the world the rate is just 18 (27 out of 152 adaptations). What's more, 

for the most part there is a romance scene between the creatures got, generally a bunny in these variants, and 

the female tar child.Morrison's endeavor to make a mythical climate is unmistakable right from the earliest 

starting point. The primary part opens on a fanciful island, Isle de Chevaliers, and from the earliest starting point 

Morrison features the mythical part of the book. In the primary section she portrays the historical backdrop of 

the Isle de Chevaliers in a fantastic manner. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

From Myth to Fiction: Feminist Historiography and (De) Mythification 

A study of Hija, 'Maina sati' and Tar Baby portrays how the apparently 'spontaneous' cycle of mythification is 

altogether controlled, intentionally or unknowingly, by the 'powerful' group(s). The meaning of this 'power', 

obviously, fluctuates as indicated by the social setting. In any case, the three writings outline how sexual 

personality is one of the significant wellsprings of 'power' in this world – in any event, in India and in the 

Americas – that influences any remaining power-relations, including the cycles of gendering, sexual viciousness 

and social government.  

The way that myths are by and large oral commonly of correspondence encourages the disguise of the cycle of 

their development. This disguise happens basically through veiling of the personality of the 'creator'. Moreover, 
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orality at the same time expands the speed and availability of a myth. Henceforth, talk assumes a vital part in 

myth-production. 

Morrison and Mahasweta to unite the accounts on to concrete recorded reality Their fictions, as feminist 

historiography, accordingly, utilize the methodology of all around determined chronotopes to sabotage the 

current myths, and to underscore their establishing as a general rule. By stressing the particular topographical, 

financial, sociological just as chronicled levels, these writings clear the ground for investigations of the job of 

human office in the obviously 'spontaneous' cycle of mythification. 

CONCLUSION 

Male centric society has demonstrated as the disgrace on the existences of the characters on the various levels 

for they are kept in the grasp of the man centric standards. In Mother of 1084, Sujata has confronted her shadowy 

presence and underestimated status in the family, and Nandini has encountered the torments during examination 

by the police which is on the socio-political level. In man controlled society, Mahasweta Devi's ancestral women 

have appeared as the twofold smothered gathering because of the "sexism" and "classism"; in a similar way, 

Toni Morrison's the black women have likewise addressed as the most mistreated gathering in African-

American servitude framework because of the "prejudice", "sexism" just as "classism". In the novel, The 

Inheritance of Loss, Nimi has gotten the abuse and actual violence by her husband on the homegrown level.  
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